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EXPERIMENTS – Jan Böhm 
 
 

 
Professor Johann (Jan) Böhm was a Czech-German chemist who took 

an interest in utilising photography as part of his investigations into 
electromagnetism. This early body of work is testament to his preco-
cious talent in both fields of endeavour. 

 
His 1918 silver print of the laboratory of one “Dr R.T.” is very mys-

terious, and not only because of the lost identity of it’s absent incumbent 
or the nature of his primary scientific enterprise, or indeed its location. 
There is a stillness in this laboratory that belies the necessarily enthu-
siastic experiments that must have taken place daily in a space so well-
equipped with apparatus. In this sense, it serves as a calm prelude to the 
fizzing energy captured in the rest of this collection.    

 
Born on January 20 1895, Jan Böhm was able to attend the German 

elementary and secondary schools in his Bohemian home town of Ceské 
Budejovice, despite his parents being poor servants, because he had avo-
wed his German nationality. A lifelong socialist, his dual national iden-
tity would come to dictate the path of his career.  
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This struggle between compliance and non-conformity is made 

manifest by the extraordinary cyanotypes revealing his fascination with 
magnetic activity. These self-titled Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder are 
exquisite patterns created by iron filings showing the direction of 
magnetic lines of force. Positive and negative attractions and repulsions 
appear, radiating from cruciforms and ‚tumbling arches’. 

 
Having been recognised as a promising young scientist, he had tra-

velled to Prague to study photo-chemistry, colloidal chemistry and pho-
tography, but in the spring of 1915, at the age of 20, was drafted into 
the army. That he continued to take photographs during his service, 
including astronomical pictures, is evidence of his enduring pursuit of 
capturing scientific wonders. In him there seems to have been a desire to 
explore the beauty inherent in phenomena of the natural world that was 
becoming increasingly accessible due to  the inexhaustable progress of 
contemporary human invention. 

 
Having completed his doctoral thesis based on x-ray analysis of crys-

tal structure (which hints again at his interest in forms and patterns in 
nature) under the instruction of the Nobel Prize-winning chemist Fritz 
Haber in 1922, Böhm was appointed to a position in a Berlin laboratory. 
He later established a physiochemical department at the university in 
Freiburg where he was made an adjunct professor of chemistry in 1934. 
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920 
85x83mm Epreuve argentique

 
 
 
Böhm was a fervent opponent of the Nazi regime, and was soon forced to 

relinquish his prestigious position at Freiburg and take up a post in Prague. 
When the Czech city fell to Nazi occupation, Böhm was unable to continue 
his academic pursuits, and he worked instead in a chemicals factory outside 
Prague until his death on November 27, 1952.  

 
Fortunately, Böhm’s images survive as beautiful proof of a sharp young 

scientist testing visual and conceptual boundaries. He also photographed 
forest mushrooms and lichens, and made photograms of trees. As well as rea-
ching into the skies to capture astronomical phenomena, he came back down 
to earth to study and record geological details with his camera. 

 
Here, the feathery blooms that explode in his silver prints of sparks bran-

ching from a negative electrical pole crackle and blaze, mirroring this young 
scientific photographer’s restless mind. And electricity leaping across a 
black, empty space echos his belief in the wonders of science transcending 
oppressive altercations between men. 
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
85x83mm Epreuve argentique

Electrophotographie, 1910-1920 
71x109mm Epreuve argentique
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
151x130mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
121x90mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
122x84mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
122x86mm Cyanotype
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
87x89mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
42x114mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
41x115mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
42x89mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
42x115mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
57x85mm Epreuve argentique
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
123x91mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
120x83mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
174x121mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
193x121mm Cyanotype
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
106x87mm Epreuve argentique
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Magnetische Kraftlinienbilder, Electrophotographie, 1912-1918 
122x84mm Epreuve argentique
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
86x116mm Epreuve argentique
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
86x51mm Epreuve argentique
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Décharge electrique, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
84x85mm Epreuve argentique
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Sekundenpendelschwingung, Electrophotographie, 1910-1920, 110x84mm 
Epreuve argentique montée sur papier avec annotation tappuscrite au verso
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
104x83mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
52x81mm Epreuve argentique
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Electrophotographie, 1910-1920,  
58x88mm Epreuve argentique
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Laboratoire, 1918, 125x88mm  
Epreuve argentique avec tampon sec (“Dr. R.T.”) montée sur papier noir


